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Key features
Monitor availability of
key web sites and pages
Ensure requests are
returned promptly and
the correct content is
returned

Today, the ability to access to your
web sites quickly and efficiently is
often vital to your success. Whether
it’s for remote staff working, business

Check FTP sites are
available and
uploads/downloads
function efficiently

to

business

communication

or

customers on-line, a failure that goes
unnoticed here can cause more than
an error in a web browser. Checking
this in today’s 24 hour world is both

Verify TCP/IP listen
ports
Check web server &
system performance

time consuming and impractical;
automating

such

a

solution

is

however, just a few clicks away with
the Sentry-go Quick Web Monitor!
Put simply, this Quick Monitor does

Monitor Event Logs, IIS
and related log files
Real-time alerts,
notifications & autoresponses
Web reporting built-in
Compatible with Sentrygo Plus! components

Of course, web systems today are
much more than just a few HTML
pages, they can encompass FTP file
transfers and other IP-related activity
and so the Quick Monitor verifies
these too, 24 x 7, 365 days a year!

exactly what you want to do, but
many

times

a

day.

If errors are written log files or the
event log, Sentry-go can let you know
within a few seconds. Disk space too
can be monitored to ensure
temporary space for uploads etc. isn’t
running low.

Effectively

automating a web browser, it can
check the availability of your key sites
and pages, ensure a response within a
given timeframe and even check that
the page returned contains the
details you expect.

Web server, ASP & web service
performance can all be monitored as
can the server itself to ensure its both
running correctly and is not being
overloaded by unexpected behaviour.

When errors are detected, the
monitor can respond automatically,
or you can be notified immediately
using a number of alerting methods
such as e-mail, SMS or network
message. Real-time information is
available through desktop tools or
from your web browser using the
built-in web server. Add the
Enterprise Option to keep track of all
your Sentry-go monitors from single
reports.

Checking web & FTP access and much more …
Configuring web & FTP checks is as easy as accessing the page from your desktop. Simply tell the monitor
which sites you wish to check and which checks you wish to perform and the Quick Monitor will schedule
these tests automatically. Settings can easily be synchronised between monitors to ensure consistency
throughout your enterprise.

Quick & easy to use
With the Quick Monitor’s client tools, controlling,
configuring and accessing the monitor is easy &
intuitive, either locally or remotely from your desktop.
Alerts allow you to be notified of any detected issues
quickly and in a way convenient to you, while the
built-in web server gives you direct access to the
monitoring engine from your web browser.
Download a 32-day free evaluation now at
http://www.sentry-go.com/evaluations.aspx!
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